
Development
of charity

charter,
bylaws and

five-year
strategic plan

PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
FRAMEWROKS IMPACT REPORT

Iris the Dragon was successful in
developing and passing various

organizational framework
documents and regulations.

Funded by Employment and Social Development Canada, the goal of this

grant is to aid not-for-profits in the inclusion and integration of people

with disabilities into Canadian Society.

In-Kind Funding
Partnerships

Valuable knowledge, expertise
and resources donated to

support organizational practices,
strategic direction and program

development.

Staff
Satisfaction Rate

Staff working with the
organization enjoyed
growth opportunities

provided.

Consumer
Satisfaction Rate
Consumers who used the

organization's resources found
them immensely beneficial in
supporting mental wellness.
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PAF Grant Objective

Organizational impact is measured based on successes in the following

organizational capacities...

Governance and accountability - extent of Board of Directors'

monitoring of organizational performance laid out in the strategic plan

Effective leadership and operations - management of daily operation of

the organization including human resources and finances

Developing and maintaining partnerships - effectiveness in leveraging

funding (both in-kind and cash) through partnerships 

Measurable impact - extent of organizations reach on a national scale

~$50K 100% 100%

YEAR ONE

Approval and consistent
monitoring from the governing

board allows for the organization
to operate on a distinct path to

acheive long term goals.
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Transition to
effective

operations
and Growing

Impact

With the strategic foundation in place,
Iris the Dragon, in year two, will look

to build upon this with tangible actions
to improve operations and leadership.

The organization will further develop
through meaningful partnerships to

increase reach and impact on a
social level.

https://iristhedragon.org/
https://iristhedragon.org/


Renovating
Iris' Existing

operations to
modernize and
Optimize work

processes

PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
FRAMEWROKS IMPACT REPORT

SEPTEMBER 2021

In year two, Iris the Dragon
implemented various in-house

processes to create an efficient
workplace environment.

In-Kind Funding
Partnerships

Valuable knowledge, expertise
and resources donated to

support new resource creation
and program development.

Staff and Consumer
Satisfaction Rate
Staff and consumers alike

found the organization was
impactful in its internal and

external efforts.

Long-term Resources
These projects were created to
address conversations around

mental health and wellness on a
long-term, preventative scale.

~$35K 100% 3 New
Programs

YEAR TWO

This included 13 policies, a code of
conduct and other software
infrastructure upgrades to
increase accountability and

organize operations.
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Create and
implement full
framework for

operations
and impact
reporting

Looking forward to year three, Iris
the Dragon will now look to create

thorough and automated systems to
streamline operations.

The organization will mobilize strategies
to strengthen consistent contact with
consumers through various mediums.

Iris will implement periodic procedures
to report and communicate this impact

to all stakeholders.

Leveraging new partnerships to grow
programs and operations management.

University partnerships - Students from
seven globally recognized universities
assisted in developing valuable programs
and processes around donor strategy,
product development and sponsorship.

Front-line organizations - Organizations
such as Children's Resources on Wheels,
Crossroads, Andrew Fleck Children's
Services and Dakota family services aided in
the creation and/or distribution of mental
health resources at the community level.

Forwarding the strategic plan through
unprecedented circumstances.

Revolutionizing Iris - The organization has
taken tangible steps towards creating a more
up-to-date, recognizable brand through a
new website and modern look. 

Accumulating and measuring impact  - With
partner assistance, the organization has
created foundational infrastructure in
marketing and donor management to increase
cashflow potential and reach. Analytics and
measurement foundations have been laid to
conceptualize program/organizational impact.

https://iristhedragon.org/
https://iristhedragon.org/

